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After 15 years from first “Stem Cells Transplant” I have done 
in Eyes of Sick Patients coming from different Countries in the 
“Eduardus’ KrankenHaus” Hospital in Colonia (Germany) in 2008.

Long Studies and intense Clinical Live Experience allowed me 
to devise in 2010 the: “Informational - Regenerative - Medicine”.

With my Practice I could find the Definition of many Scientific 
Principles that check it out and regulate the Natural Functions of 
the “Stem Cells”.

We should do some considerations about the behavior of “Stem 
Cells”.

•	 It is not possible to “Reprogram Stem Cells” meaning to 
“change the Original - God’ Program”

•	 It is instead possible to “Re-Start” the “Original Creation’ 
Program” of Stem Cells partially or totally in few cases.

(This is the correct meaning of “Reprogramming” in mine 
previous articles) - The possibility to Regenerate partially or more 
extensively Stem-Cells depends by several factors:

The most important it is the “gravity” of the “Body poisoning 
Condition” caused by unaware but “Willingly adulterated” with 
“several poisons” the food and beverages, Water included, Air 
Poisoning through “Chem-Trails” and last but “even more severe 
poisoning” by the Chemical-Synthetic Medicines “willingly - 
poisoned” produced by “Big-Pharma” for the “Depopulation 
- Program” and “2030 - Agenda” decided by our “owners” of 
the international “Satanist - Deep - State” - as for the Air, food, 
beverages and water.

Presence of “Geopathies or other Environmental worsening 
Conditions” like phones and other “Pathological High and Low 
Frequencies”: 5G-6G, ELF, Infra sounds and so on.

Eventual Specific Professional Risks working with the presence 
or use of “Chemical-Synthetic-Poisons” or for Air poisoned 
Conditions as asphalt workers and so on, “Radiations or extreme 
work conditions” as in the blast furnaces, mines and so on.

Time factor

We must reflect about the “Time Factor” as the “real length of 
time” needed to arrive to the: “Current Evident Clinical Damaged 
Conditions”.

It is extremely difficult to understand the precise moment in 
which the Pathology is started, but we must understand that the 
“beginning of the Sickness” can happen only when the “Stem Cells” 
are “No-More” capable to “repair the initial cellular damages” as in 
their “Program from Birth”.

•	 Time - becames a “critic factor” for the “Recovery’ possibility” 
with “Regenerative Medicine”.

•	 Recovery can happen only: in “normal human conditions” 
when the Patient has reached up the “Full-Consciousness” of 
the “Poisoning” through “mistakes, some conscious but for 
the most.

•	 Unconscious” until his “Cells have been damaged irreversibly” 
leading to the actual Pathology.
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“Correct Environmental Informations” are the “Key to stop (as 
much as possible) continuous poisoning” that it is the “first and 
most important factor” in the “True Recovery’ Process”.

Most People and most of Doctors do not even know or do 
understand the “Poisoning Problem” because they are convinced 
to live in a - plus or minus - normal world - obviously they are 
“completely wrong” and they are living in their head as -“Alice in 
Wonderland”- having very few persons understood the “Biological 
continuous Risks” that surround our to day-life very far from: 
“Eden healthy Environmental Conditions” at time of “Programming 
and Birth of Human-Species”. Where nothing was adulterated 
nor poisoned and “Biological Life” was “fully in Balance” with the 
Natural World around them and - Pathologies did not exist.

When Stem Cells are working in normal Biological Conditions 
following the Original Program from Human Creation: - Pathology 
do not occur.

When Poisoning start, after a certain critical point, Stem Cells 
react initially working more slowly, and with the further increasing 
of the “poisoning concentration” some Stem Cells stop or reduce 
at “minimum survival level” their function and with the following 
“Biological - Imbalance” starts the “Cells Degeneration” before and 
their death after, the lack of “Renewing sick and dead Cells” is the 
beginning of tissue first and organ after who get sick and Pathology 
start with its Clinical Evidence, all this process needs a long “Time” 
and an high poisons concentration, and always both do occur.

The consideration about “Time” is very important because 
the “Sickness has spent long time” to “first” stop the previous 
“Biological Balance” that we can understand as “normal health’ 
condition” and affecting the “Biological Functions” till the 
degeneration of the Tissue or Organ; it means that the Stem-Cells 
have reduced consistently or even stop their work, so that the real 
beginning of the Pathology is long before the Clinical Evidence. 
(Repetita-iuvant)….

Now you should consider that the “length of the Time” that has 
occurred before the beginning of a “Regenerative Therapy” must be 
well considered in the “expectation of the Recovery’ Time” needed 
to restore “Original Biological Balance Condition” and “Health”.

Patient is normally convinced that modern Medicine can do 
“fast Miracles”.

Reality is much different and a lot of explanation’ work must 
be done with the Patient and relatives to explain correctly which 
is the “possible statistic evidence of a Positive Response” for 
the: “Regenerative-Therapy” and the “real Time expectation” for 
starting to Stop the Sickness after having first “erased the Causes” 
with the needed “correct specific information’s” and change for an 
“healthy life’ style” in the “Natural Right Direction” and to induce, 
in a second phase, a proper: “Tissue Recovery and Regeneration”.

All this needs long Time, and the rare but possible fast Recovery 
must be seen as an “exception”.

 that cannot became a “Rule” and that a - Miracle - can also occur 
but it is a very “Rare Event”. Miracles are Possible and I have been 
so lucky to have been a witness of “God’ Existence” having seen 
some of them in my Professional Life; because what Doctors should 
“mostly at to day time” understand and possibly experience that 
the “Energy and Intelligence” that moves and control: “Stem Cells 
Life and Activity” is: - God.

The difference between a - Cadaver and a Living Human or Animal 
body - is “God’ Energy” that is called in the different Cultures: Prana 
- Chi - Ki - Orgon - Ether - Vril - All mean “Energy’ Life”. This Energy 
can be found and measured through an electronic instrument that 
can be found and bought in the web: the “Life Energy Meter” with 
which the Researcher can measure “It” with a sensitive “Analog 
Indicator instrument” that express the numeric value of how much 
“Live Energy” can be measured with the “finger tip or the whole 
hand on the instrument’ Sensor”. (Heliognosis) There is also an 
other more sophisticated Instrument made by Dr.Marina Gruber 
in Germany: the (Biopulsar - Reflexograph) “Aurastar” that shows 
the Patient ”Aura” that is the physical visual manifestation and 
“Representation of this Energy” (in living persons) on a “Computer’ 
screen” and measure the “Vitality” of the organs with “specific 
graphs” - (because Energy it is equal to Vitality).

The “Aura” it is represented in many old paintings of Saints and 
also in photos in black and white of some very special individuals 
as “Indu’ Gurus”, some of these photos are in my Office.
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Figure 1

These 2 Instruments (many more do exist) give “Concreteness 
to my Scientific Report” about the real “Life Source” of our body: 
“Life Energy” that it is the most evident Proof of “God’ Existence”.

Conclusion

In Conclusion: The “Stem Cells live through this Energy” and a 
“correct Refilling of this Source” through the Regenerative Medicine 
with correct Environmental Conditions and the eventual support 
of “Natural Energy Healers” are the only “concrete experimented 
possibilities” for - Real Healing.
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